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About This Game

BAPTISM is a short kinetic novel about a madman, a child, and a lake.

This is a story about a religious family living in the western United States, and the strange events that caused their lives to
change forever.

Featuring almost 5000 words of story, hand drawn graphics, an original soundtrack, and a free art book, this project was brought
to you be the wonderful people on Kickstarter!

--This game contains heavy religious themes and violence against children. Please be aware before purchasing!--
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Outstanding! One of the best games ever created!. This game might be a nostalgia bomb to me, but still this game is really great.
It's basicly a RPG-styled Pikmin game, for those not familiar with it; you control a set amount of units which have different
perks, you defeat monsters and collect things. The point of the game is simply to conquer the world.

Little King's Story is filled with things to do, from upgrading your kingdom to conquering new lands.

Excellent game which I'm looking forward to spending more hours on grinding to have the most beautiful kingdom there is!.
Purchased the game on sale for $3.99 during the Autumn Sale 2017. It's a simple, fun, point-and-shoot game with good
graphics.

It has an rpg element where you can upgrade your character by mainly three categories: firearms, personal, and melee. You are
restricted to upgrading per game zone. Upgrading requires collecting coins, which you earn through random encounters. At this
point you are grinding to collect more coins to upgrade your character before facing-off the boss of each zone and ensuring your
survival.

The boss encounters are tough, so it may get frustrating if you keep dying, then respawning, and making your way to the boss to
attempt to defeat once again.

There are only three zones, so the game is a bit short. But for the sale price, it's a good investment.

The game has a online co-op which I will try with friends. I'll update this review on my experience.

2017 NOVEMBER 25 UPDATE:
I played the online co-op with two friends. Connecting to a hosted game is simple. You create a character and then you see your
Steam friend's game to connect to.

We played for two hours and we only lost sync once. Not sure what caused the issue, but we quickly had reconnected and
playing again in under a minute.

The feature I liked about online co-op play is all your characters are not restricted to the space on the screen. Fellow players can
go off screen to deal with other threats, while you are dealing with the threats in your immediate vicinity on screen.

The mini-games that appear after completing the first zone are really fun, especially with online co-op. It's a nice break from
random encounters.

I have noticed that playing this game, to progress through the zones, having at least two co-op players is recommended. The
game gets tougher as you progress through the zones.
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Overall I recommend this game, but only purchase it if it's on sale and you have Steam friends to play with. Single player gets
very repetitive and frustrating.. If you like badasses fighting each other in an opera-like grand story, or if you want to punch
Nazis, go read Dies Irae.

Excellent graphics and music for this quite long VN that has also been adapted into an anime.
I haven't watched it. However, the VN will undoubtly be superior because it is far too rich and therefore impossible to tell in
anime form.
Don't spoil yourself and read the VN first!

Note that it's sometimes very verbose, needlessly.
A 1 minute scene often takes 5 and this happens very often.
That makes some scenes feel like they drag for too long.

Also, the English translation is very good, with only a handful of typos in all the mass of text.
And it was certainly a difficult task, as the Japanese used is sometimes very high level. Good job!. this game is waste of money
and time

no music backround no alots of options available limted skills

there is no missions game mode

you dont have air force base

and more missing things

even act of war is older and better then this. Fun game,
Trash bugs that makes me want to kill someone though. WOW! If you love old school Nintendo rpg games like Dragon Warrior
then this game is going to blow your ♥♥♥♥ing mind! From the crude humor to the shocking battle scenes (totally threw me for
a loop) this game is old school on steroids! I highly recommend giving this game a full play through! Nothing is more badass
than Metal as ♥♥♥♥!
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Epic Horror Game!!. I find this game excellent .
I have been playing for some time now and are a learn as you go (trial & error) player and find it a great way to creat your own
city , countryside,farmland,etc.
I recomened this game to anyone with great imagination.. It's a slick game with a lot of attention to details. The level is very
challenging and creative.

great for the people who love "i wanna be a guy".. So the positive - It looks kind of ok...ish? Otherwise MEH. One scientific
equation, which isn't difficult and the rest is point and click. Your companion astronaut is also very annoying - luckily this is
such a short game that you don't have to listen to him for long. I don't really know what I was expecting for just over a pound,
but this really isn't great. Avoid!. Un bon petit RTS/RPG au character design absolument grandiose.
Et quelle ambiance !!!

Une bombe. :). okay i played the game 7.6 h just to be sure of what i am about to say...
so okay ... i have to say it is a well done boom beach clone but i do have to say too it haves it's own graphics so i give a 7/10
becuse game developers did give this game at least 5-7 says work for the graphics and dialog so i rate by my feelings a yes
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